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KEYING CHART

MASTER SUBMASTER SUBMASTER
A AA AB AA1 AA2

DOOR LOCATION
101 Office Entrance X X X

101A Janitors Closet X X
102 Office 1 X X X
103 Office 2 X X
104 Lab X X X
105 Office 3 X X

A101 Electrical Room X X

KEYING SYSTEM SAFETY
The security of a building is only as good as its keying system. And since the keying system is the backbone to it all, 
it is very important that a number of steps be taken in the planning of any keying system.

1.  Determine the type
of locking system
• Open or restricted
• High Security System
• Availability of key blanks

2.  Establish the level of the master
key system. The more complex
the less secure.
•  Level two – “Simple Master

Key system”
–  Change key, and master

key only
•  Level three – “Grand Master

Key system”
–  Change key, master key,

and Grand Master Key
•  Level four – “Great Grand

Master Key system”
–  Change key, master key,

Grand Master Key, and Great
Grand Master Key

•  Levels higher than four
are not recommended for
security reasons
–  With more levels, additional

master pins in each chamber
of the cylinder would be
required, and with the
additional master pins the
possibility of unauthorized
key interchanges could occur

3.  Establish Key hierarchy
and key distribution policies
•  Who carries the top

or Grand master key

•  Who carries master keys
and change keys

•  Penalties for violations such as
lost keys or keys not returned.

•  Procedures when authorizing
a key.

• Deposit, receipt.
•  Establishing a key

control administrator?
•  Who is authorized?

–  To purchase keys.
– Distribute keys

•  Who is responsible to maintain
key control system and records?

EXPLODED VIEW OF CONVENTIONAL 
CYLINDERS AND KEYING

EXPLODED VIEW OF PDQ 
INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

REMINDER 
KEY FOR SECURITY 
NOT CONVENIENCE.

Standard and 
High Security 
Cylinders  
and Keying
Commercial Locks



PDQ can provide cylinders for the following KEYWAYS:

ARA ......................................  Arrow / AR1
CO6 ......................................  Corbin / 60
CL4 ......................................  Corbin / L4
RUD .....................................  Russwin / D1
SCE ......................................  Schlage / E
SCC ......................................  Schlage / SCC
SCC-K ..................................  Schlage / C-K
SAL ......................................  Sargent / LA
RA-RC ..................................  Sargent / RA-RC
YA8 ......................................  Yale / E1R
GA ........................................  Yale / GA
FAL ......................................  Falcon / E-R
KW .......................................  Kwikset
TA  .......................................  PDQ / TA (Restricted)

Conventional Cylinders  
and Keying

COMMERCIAL

CONVENTIONAL CYLINDERS AND KEYING

PDQ Manufacturing offers a complete line of conventional 
keyways including: rim, mortise, key in knob/key in lever 
configurations. Most cylinders come standard as 6 pin 
(keyed for 5 pins). Our highly trained keying personnel 

can tailor a system to your needs. KA, Master Key, 
Cylinder and Key marking are all available. Computer 
controlled etching on our keys puts the finishing touches 
on any job and provides an extra level of professionalism.

KEYING

Keying: PDQ offers factory master keying on all its cylinder configurations. Existing systems can be expanded provided proper 
records are presented.

Construction Master Keying (CMK): PDQ offers the CMK keying option which provides extra security during the transition from the 
construction phase to completion. A construction master key operates all PDQ cylinders while the building is under construction. 
Upon completion of the construction phase, it can be voided without removing the cylinders from the locks simply by turning the 
change key in each cylinder. PDQ utilizes the “lost ball” method. Upon completion of the job, any permanent (Change Key or Master 
Key) will initiate the lost ball and render the construction key void. Interchangeable core jobs with construction keying further require 
a construction control key to install and remove cores during the construction phase. PDQ goes to great lengths to ensure  
the  permanent master and change keys for the system are packed and shipped separately. To further protect the security of the job, 
all orders for construction keying must include the names and addresses of individuals to whom the construction, permanent  
master and change keys should be sent.

PDQ Interchangeable  
Cores

COMMERCIAL

PDQ Small Format  
Interchangeable Cores KEYWAYS:
Best A
Best B
Best C
Best D
Best E
Best F
Best G
Best H
Best J
Best K
Best L
Best M
Best Q

Along with our conventional cylinders, PDQ offers a  
variety of interchangeable cores in Small Format 
(SFIC). Schlage® Large Format IC is only available with 
PDQ’s Philadelphia style lever. Our highly skilled keying 
personal can design a keying system from a simple 
master key, to a complex system featuring, Master and 
Grand Master keys using the A2, A3 and A4 Systems. 
Along with designing new keying systems, PDQ can 

add to an existing system provided proper records  
are presented. In addition, PDQ offers both plastic  
and regular construction cores for use while work is  
in progress. This protects the integrity of the keying 
system while allowing use of the locks that are installed. 
The plastic construction cores are disposable, while 
standard construction cores can be returned for  
full credit.

CONSTRUCTION CORES

Temporary Construction Cores: Another more secure way to ensure the security of the 
construction site is the use of temporary cores. PDQ offers both standard and disposable 
construction cores for this purpose. The standard cores have a black dot on the upper  
pin chamber identifying them as construction cores. These can be returned at job’s end  
for a full credit. Disposable cores are not key lockable and are discarded when the  
job is complete.
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PDQ INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

PDQ High Security  
Cylinders
COMMERCIAL

PDQ can offer a higher level of security with its 
high security cylinders and proprietary keyway that 
prevents random duplication of keys. The finest 
key systems can be destroyed by unauthorized key 
duplication. The PDQ proprietary keyway is only 
available from PDQ and is shipped directly to the 
authorized end user. Each key is registered, and no 
blank keys are sold. PDQ High Security cylinders 
are available in a number of formats, including a 
standard, KIK ( Key In Knob or lever) cylinder used 
in most PDQ cylindrical locks, as well as a unique 
Mortise/ Rim Cylinder that can be used in either 
configuration. All PDQ High Security Cylinders 
feature an exclusive and proprietary floating side 
bar. All standard High Security cylinders feature 
2 hardened anti drill pins as well as our unique 

and proprietary PDQ keyway with sidebar. For 
additional security, PDQ offers several of its 
cylinders in a UL437 package.  These optional 
cylinders feature a minimum of 11 Anti-Drill pins, 
Stainless steel pins and UL437 certification.  
The UL 437 cylinders are available in KiK,  
Mortise and Rim designs.  

HIGH SECURITY CYLINDERS

FEATURES STANDARD HS UL 437 
Unique Floating side Pins Standard Standard 
Exclusive Keyways Standard Standard 
Patented Cylinder and Key Standard Standard 
Pick Resistant Pins Standard Standard 
Anti Drill Points  2  11 Maximum 
Nickel Silver Side Bar  Standard  Standard 
Stainless Steel Top/Bottom Pins   Standard 
UL 437 High Sec Listing   Standard 

MORTISE AND RIM CYLINDER FEATURES

MORTISE CYLINDERS
• Available in 6 Pin configuration only
• Available in 605, 613, 626
• Available 1-¼” and 1-½”
• Unique Mortise Rim Combo 1-1/8” 
•  PDQ offers regular, restricted keyway, Patented High Security, 

and UL 437 cylinders to meet all your keying needs
•  High Security and UL 437 keys are NOT available uncut
•  High Security Cut Keys must be ordered through the factory.  

A registration card is sent with the original order
•  PDQ Mortise and Spirit line PHL levers accommodate the PDQ 

high security LFIC cylinder as its format is the same as the 
Schlage® LFIC configuration.

KIK CYLINDERS
•  High Security 6 Pin Maximum fits standard 

combination cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  UL 437 6 Pin Maximum fits standard combination 

cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  Not available in “0” bitting must be keyed
• Both Available in 606 and 626 

SFIC
•  PDQ’s  Small Format Interchangeable Core (SFIC) 

Cylinders are similar to “BEST®” with regards to its 
functionality but with the added security of the sidebar 
mechanism

•  The sidebar mechanism rests inside the plug of the 
core making it unnecessary to dismantle to combinate 
or pin the cylinder

•  SFIC High Security Cylinders available in 626 only

LFIC
•  PDQ’s Large Format IC Cylinders utilize the  

Schlage® format
•  Cylinders are available in high security and UL437.
•  Cannot be sold “0” bitted
•  Available in  626 finish Only

PDQ 1 (not restricted)  
PDQ 2 (not restricted) 
PDQ 3 (restricted)
(Please check with factory  
on keyways not shown)

PDQ Large Format  
Interchangeable Core KEYWAY:
Schlage C   SCC



PDQ can provide cylinders for the following KEYWAYS:

ARA ......................................  Arrow / AR1
CO6 ......................................  Corbin / 60
CL4 ......................................  Corbin / L4
RUD .....................................  Russwin / D1
SCE ......................................  Schlage / E
SCC ......................................  Schlage / SCC
SCC-K ..................................  Schlage / C-K
SAL ......................................  Sargent / LA
RA-RC ..................................  Sargent / RA-RC
YA8 ......................................  Yale / E1R
GA ........................................  Yale / GA
FAL ......................................  Falcon / E-R
KW .......................................  Kwikset
TA  .......................................  PDQ / TA (Restricted)

Conventional Cylinders  
and Keying

COMMERCIAL

CONVENTIONAL CYLINDERS AND KEYING

PDQ Manufacturing offers a complete line of conventional 
keyways including: rim, mortise, key in knob/key in lever 
configurations. Most cylinders come standard as 6 pin 
(keyed for 5 pins). Our highly trained keying personnel 

can tailor a system to your needs. KA, Master Key, 
Cylinder and Key marking are all available. Computer 
controlled etching on our keys puts the finishing touches 
on any job and provides an extra level of professionalism.

KEYING

Keying: PDQ offers factory master keying on all its cylinder configurations. Existing systems can be expanded provided proper 
records are presented.

Construction Master Keying (CMK): PDQ offers the CMK keying option which provides extra security during the transition from the 
construction phase to completion. A construction master key operates all PDQ cylinders while the building is under construction. 
Upon completion of the construction phase, it can be voided without removing the cylinders from the locks simply by turning the 
change key in each cylinder. PDQ utilizes the “lost ball” method. Upon completion of the job, any permanent (Change Key or Master 
Key) will initiate the lost ball and render the construction key void. Interchangeable core jobs with construction keying further require 
a construction control key to install and remove cores during the construction phase. PDQ goes to great lengths to ensure  
the  permanent master and change keys for the system are packed and shipped separately. To further protect the security of the job, 
all orders for construction keying must include the names and addresses of individuals to whom the construction, permanent  
master and change keys should be sent.

PDQ Interchangeable  
Cores

COMMERCIAL

PDQ Small Format  
Interchangeable Cores KEYWAYS:
Best A
Best B
Best C
Best D
Best E
Best F
Best G
Best H
Best J
Best K
Best L
Best M
Best Q

Along with our conventional cylinders, PDQ offers a  
variety of interchangeable cores in Small Format 
(SFIC). Schlage® Large Format IC is only available with 
PDQ’s Philadelphia style lever. Our highly skilled keying 
personal can design a keying system from a simple 
master key, to a complex system featuring, Master and 
Grand Master keys using the A2, A3 and A4 Systems. 
Along with designing new keying systems, PDQ can 

add to an existing system provided proper records  
are presented. In addition, PDQ offers both plastic  
and regular construction cores for use while work is  
in progress. This protects the integrity of the keying 
system while allowing use of the locks that are installed. 
The plastic construction cores are disposable, while 
standard construction cores can be returned for  
full credit.

CONSTRUCTION CORES

Temporary Construction Cores: Another more secure way to ensure the security of the 
construction site is the use of temporary cores. PDQ offers both standard and disposable 
construction cores for this purpose. The standard cores have a black dot on the upper  
pin chamber identifying them as construction cores. These can be returned at job’s end  
for a full credit. Disposable cores are not key lockable and are discarded when the  
job is complete.
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PDQ INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

PDQ High Security  
Cylinders
COMMERCIAL

PDQ can offer a higher level of security with its 
high security cylinders and proprietary keyway that 
prevents random duplication of keys. The finest 
key systems can be destroyed by unauthorized key 
duplication. The PDQ proprietary keyway is only 
available from PDQ and is shipped directly to the 
authorized end user. Each key is registered, and no 
blank keys are sold. PDQ High Security cylinders 
are available in a number of formats, including a 
standard, KIK ( Key In Knob or lever) cylinder used 
in most PDQ cylindrical locks, as well as a unique 
Mortise/ Rim Cylinder that can be used in either 
configuration. All PDQ High Security Cylinders 
feature an exclusive and proprietary floating side 
bar. All standard High Security cylinders feature 
2 hardened anti drill pins as well as our unique 

and proprietary PDQ keyway with sidebar. For 
additional security, PDQ offers several of its 
cylinders in a UL437 package.  These optional 
cylinders feature a minimum of 11 Anti-Drill pins, 
Stainless steel pins and UL437 certification.  
The UL 437 cylinders are available in KiK,  
Mortise and Rim designs.  

HIGH SECURITY CYLINDERS

FEATURES STANDARD HS UL 437 
Unique Floating side Pins Standard Standard 
Exclusive Keyways Standard Standard 
Patented Cylinder and Key Standard Standard 
Pick Resistant Pins Standard Standard 
Anti Drill Points  2  11 Maximum 
Nickel Silver Side Bar  Standard  Standard 
Stainless Steel Top/Bottom Pins   Standard 
UL 437 High Sec Listing   Standard 

MORTISE AND RIM CYLINDER FEATURES

MORTISE CYLINDERS
• Available in 6 Pin configuration only
• Available in 605, 613, 626
• Available 1-¼” and 1-½”
• Unique Mortise Rim Combo 1-1/8” 
•  PDQ offers regular, restricted keyway, Patented High Security, 

and UL 437 cylinders to meet all your keying needs
•  High Security and UL 437 keys are NOT available uncut
•  High Security Cut Keys must be ordered through the factory.  

A registration card is sent with the original order
•  PDQ Mortise and Spirit line PHL levers accommodate the PDQ 

high security LFIC cylinder as its format is the same as the 
Schlage® LFIC configuration.

KIK CYLINDERS
•  High Security 6 Pin Maximum fits standard 

combination cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  UL 437 6 Pin Maximum fits standard combination 

cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  Not available in “0” bitting must be keyed
• Both Available in 606 and 626 

SFIC
•  PDQ’s  Small Format Interchangeable Core (SFIC) 

Cylinders are similar to “BEST®” with regards to its 
functionality but with the added security of the sidebar 
mechanism

•  The sidebar mechanism rests inside the plug of the 
core making it unnecessary to dismantle to combinate 
or pin the cylinder

•  SFIC High Security Cylinders available in 626 only

LFIC
•  PDQ’s Large Format IC Cylinders utilize the  

Schlage® format
•  Cylinders are available in high security and UL437.
•  Cannot be sold “0” bitted
•  Available in  626 finish Only

PDQ 1 (not restricted)  
PDQ 2 (not restricted) 
PDQ 3 (restricted)
(Please check with factory  
on keyways not shown)

PDQ Large Format  
Interchangeable Core KEYWAY:
Schlage C   SCC



PDQ can provide cylinders for the following KEYWAYS:

ARA ......................................  Arrow / AR1
CO6 ......................................  Corbin / 60
CL4 ......................................  Corbin / L4
RUD .....................................  Russwin / D1
SCE ......................................  Schlage / E
SCC ......................................  Schlage / SCC
SCC-K ..................................  Schlage / C-K
SAL ......................................  Sargent / LA
RA-RC ..................................  Sargent / RA-RC
YA8 ......................................  Yale / E1R
GA ........................................  Yale / GA
FAL ......................................  Falcon / E-R
KW .......................................  Kwikset
TA  .......................................  PDQ / TA (Restricted)

Conventional Cylinders  
and Keying

COMMERCIAL

CONVENTIONAL CYLINDERS AND KEYING

PDQ Manufacturing offers a complete line of conventional 
keyways including: rim, mortise, key in knob/key in lever 
configurations. Most cylinders come standard as 6 pin 
(keyed for 5 pins). Our highly trained keying personnel 

can tailor a system to your needs. KA, Master Key, 
Cylinder and Key marking are all available. Computer 
controlled etching on our keys puts the finishing touches 
on any job and provides an extra level of professionalism.

KEYING

Keying: PDQ offers factory master keying on all its cylinder configurations. Existing systems can be expanded provided proper 
records are presented.

Construction Master Keying (CMK): PDQ offers the CMK keying option which provides extra security during the transition from the 
construction phase to completion. A construction master key operates all PDQ cylinders while the building is under construction. 
Upon completion of the construction phase, it can be voided without removing the cylinders from the locks simply by turning the 
change key in each cylinder. PDQ utilizes the “lost ball” method. Upon completion of the job, any permanent (Change Key or Master 
Key) will initiate the lost ball and render the construction key void. Interchangeable core jobs with construction keying further require 
a construction control key to install and remove cores during the construction phase. PDQ goes to great lengths to ensure  
the  permanent master and change keys for the system are packed and shipped separately. To further protect the security of the job, 
all orders for construction keying must include the names and addresses of individuals to whom the construction, permanent  
master and change keys should be sent.

PDQ Interchangeable  
Cores

COMMERCIAL

PDQ Small Format  
Interchangeable Cores KEYWAYS:
Best A
Best B
Best C
Best D
Best E
Best F
Best G
Best H
Best J
Best K
Best L
Best M
Best Q

Along with our conventional cylinders, PDQ offers a  
variety of interchangeable cores in Small Format 
(SFIC). Schlage® Large Format IC is only available with 
PDQ’s Philadelphia style lever. Our highly skilled keying 
personal can design a keying system from a simple 
master key, to a complex system featuring, Master and 
Grand Master keys using the A2, A3 and A4 Systems. 
Along with designing new keying systems, PDQ can 

add to an existing system provided proper records  
are presented. In addition, PDQ offers both plastic  
and regular construction cores for use while work is  
in progress. This protects the integrity of the keying 
system while allowing use of the locks that are installed. 
The plastic construction cores are disposable, while 
standard construction cores can be returned for  
full credit.

CONSTRUCTION CORES

Temporary Construction Cores: Another more secure way to ensure the security of the 
construction site is the use of temporary cores. PDQ offers both standard and disposable 
construction cores for this purpose. The standard cores have a black dot on the upper  
pin chamber identifying them as construction cores. These can be returned at job’s end  
for a full credit. Disposable cores are not key lockable and are discarded when the  
job is complete.
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PDQ INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

PDQ High Security  
Cylinders
COMMERCIAL

PDQ can offer a higher level of security with its 
high security cylinders and proprietary keyway that 
prevents random duplication of keys. The finest 
key systems can be destroyed by unauthorized key 
duplication. The PDQ proprietary keyway is only 
available from PDQ and is shipped directly to the 
authorized end user. Each key is registered, and no 
blank keys are sold. PDQ High Security cylinders 
are available in a number of formats, including a 
standard, KIK ( Key In Knob or lever) cylinder used 
in most PDQ cylindrical locks, as well as a unique 
Mortise/ Rim Cylinder that can be used in either 
configuration. All PDQ High Security Cylinders 
feature an exclusive and proprietary floating side 
bar. All standard High Security cylinders feature 
2 hardened anti drill pins as well as our unique 

and proprietary PDQ keyway with sidebar. For 
additional security, PDQ offers several of its 
cylinders in a UL437 package.  These optional 
cylinders feature a minimum of 11 Anti-Drill pins, 
Stainless steel pins and UL437 certification.  
The UL 437 cylinders are available in KiK,  
Mortise and Rim designs.  

HIGH SECURITY CYLINDERS

FEATURES STANDARD HS UL 437 
Unique Floating side Pins Standard Standard 
Exclusive Keyways Standard Standard 
Patented Cylinder and Key Standard Standard 
Pick Resistant Pins Standard Standard 
Anti Drill Points  2  11 Maximum 
Nickel Silver Side Bar  Standard  Standard 
Stainless Steel Top/Bottom Pins   Standard 
UL 437 High Sec Listing   Standard 

MORTISE AND RIM CYLINDER FEATURES

MORTISE CYLINDERS
• Available in 6 Pin configuration only
• Available in 605, 613, 626
• Available 1-¼” and 1-½”
• Unique Mortise Rim Combo 1-1/8” 
•  PDQ offers regular, restricted keyway, Patented High Security, 

and UL 437 cylinders to meet all your keying needs
•  High Security and UL 437 keys are NOT available uncut
•  High Security Cut Keys must be ordered through the factory.  

A registration card is sent with the original order
•  PDQ Mortise and Spirit line PHL levers accommodate the PDQ 

high security LFIC cylinder as its format is the same as the 
Schlage® LFIC configuration.

KIK CYLINDERS
•  High Security 6 Pin Maximum fits standard 

combination cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  UL 437 6 Pin Maximum fits standard combination 

cylinder w/Lazy tailpiece
•  Not available in “0” bitting must be keyed
• Both Available in 606 and 626 

SFIC
•  PDQ’s  Small Format Interchangeable Core (SFIC) 

Cylinders are similar to “BEST®” with regards to its 
functionality but with the added security of the sidebar 
mechanism

•  The sidebar mechanism rests inside the plug of the 
core making it unnecessary to dismantle to combinate 
or pin the cylinder

•  SFIC High Security Cylinders available in 626 only

LFIC
•  PDQ’s Large Format IC Cylinders utilize the  

Schlage® format
•  Cylinders are available in high security and UL437.
•  Cannot be sold “0” bitted
•  Available in  626 finish Only

PDQ 1 (not restricted)  
PDQ 2 (not restricted) 
PDQ 3 (restricted)
(Please check with factory  
on keyways not shown)

PDQ Large Format  
Interchangeable Core KEYWAY:
Schlage C   SCC
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KEYING CHART

MASTER SUBMASTER SUBMASTER
A AA AB AA1 AA2

DOOR LOCATION
101 Office Entrance X X X

101A Janitors Closet X X
102 Office 1 X X X
103 Office 2 X X
104 Lab X X X
105 Office 3 X X

A101 Electrical Room X X

KEYING SYSTEM SAFETY
The security of a building is only as good as its keying system. And since the keying system is the backbone to it all,  
it is very important that a number of steps be taken in the planning of any keying system.

1.  Determine the type  
of locking system 
• Open or restricted
• High Security System
• Availability of key blanks

2.  Establish the level of the master 
key system. The more complex 
the less secure.
•  Level two – “Simple Master  

Key system”
–  Change key, and master  

key only
•  Level three – “Grand Master 

Key system”
–  Change key, master key,  

and Grand Master Key
•  Level four – “Great Grand 

Master Key system”
–  Change key, master key, 

Grand Master Key, and Great 
Grand Master Key

•  Levels higher than four  
are not recommended for 
security reasons
–  With more levels, additional 

master pins in each chamber 
of the cylinder would be 
required, and with the 
additional master pins the 
possibility of unauthorized 
key interchanges could occur

3.  Establish Key hierarchy 
and key distribution policies
•  Who carries the top  

or Grand master key

•  Who carries master keys  
and change keys

•  Penalties for violations such as 
lost keys or keys not returned.

•  Procedures when authorizing  
a key.

• Deposit, receipt.
•  Establishing a key  

control administrator?
•  Who is authorized?

–  To purchase keys.
– Distribute keys

•  Who is responsible to maintain 
key control system and records?

EXPLODED VIEW OF CONVENTIONAL 
CYLINDERS AND KEYING

EXPLODED VIEW OF PDQ 
INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

REMINDER 
KEY FOR SECURITY  
NOT CONVENIENCE.

Standard and  
High Security 
Cylinders  
and Keying
Commercial Locks
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KEYING CHART

MASTER SUBMASTER SUBMASTER
A AA AB AA1 AA2

DOOR LOCATION
101 Office Entrance X X X

101A Janitors Closet X X
102 Office 1 X X X
103 Office 2 X X
104 Lab X X X
105 Office 3 X X

A101 Electrical Room X X

KEYING SYSTEM SAFETY
The security of a building is only as good as its keying system. And since the keying system is the backbone to it all,  
it is very important that a number of steps be taken in the planning of any keying system.

1.  Determine the type  
of locking system 
• Open or restricted
• High Security System
• Availability of key blanks

2.  Establish the level of the master 
key system. The more complex 
the less secure.
•  Level two – “Simple Master  

Key system”
–  Change key, and master  

key only
•  Level three – “Grand Master 

Key system”
–  Change key, master key,  

and Grand Master Key
•  Level four – “Great Grand 

Master Key system”
–  Change key, master key, 

Grand Master Key, and Great 
Grand Master Key

•  Levels higher than four  
are not recommended for 
security reasons
–  With more levels, additional 

master pins in each chamber 
of the cylinder would be 
required, and with the 
additional master pins the 
possibility of unauthorized 
key interchanges could occur

3.  Establish Key hierarchy 
and key distribution policies
•  Who carries the top  

or Grand master key

•  Who carries master keys  
and change keys

•  Penalties for violations such as 
lost keys or keys not returned.

•  Procedures when authorizing  
a key.

• Deposit, receipt.
•  Establishing a key  

control administrator?
•  Who is authorized?

–  To purchase keys.
– Distribute keys

•  Who is responsible to maintain 
key control system and records?

EXPLODED VIEW OF CONVENTIONAL 
CYLINDERS AND KEYING

EXPLODED VIEW OF PDQ 
INTERCHANGEABLE CORES

REMINDER 
KEY FOR SECURITY  
NOT CONVENIENCE.

Standard and  
High Security 
Cylinders  
and Keying
Commercial Locks




